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Grommets and Eyelets

Brass Eyelet 13/64" 5,5 mm ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0013

Eyelets are made of hair material. The product is rust
resistant. Unpatterned eyelets can be used for
ornamental or functional purposes to add visuality,
depending on where they are used. Although it has a
wide area in terms of usage, it is mostly found in
shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodies, knitwear,
Jean shirts, as well as baby and children's products.
The lower part varies according to the usage. Flat
eyelets consist of 2 parts Eyelet or...

Eyelet 9/64" Inner Diameter 3.5 Outer Diameter 7 mm Metal (...

It is a 7 mm capsule, known as the 9/64" eyelets in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are generally used
for ventilation holes of hats, shoes, tents, textile and
leather products. Our eyelet 17 has been treated with
a durable coating for products that...

10 mm Eyelets 13/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0008

Eyelets are made of iron material. The product is rust
resistant. Unpatterned eyelets can be used for
ornamental or functional purposes to add visuality,
depending on where they are used. Although it has a
wide area in terms of usage, it is mostly found in
shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodies, knitwear,
Jean shirts, as well as baby and children's products.
The lower part varies according to the usage. Flat
eyelets consist of 2 parts Eyelet or...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/no.-3-brass-eyelet-5,5-mm-(-250-pcs-pack)-k0013?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/7-mm-zamak-metal-eyelets-(250-pcs-package)-no:-17-k0011?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/10-mm-sheet-eyelets-(250-pcs-package)-no:-3-k0008?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Grommets and Eyelets

13 mm Metal Eyelet 33/64" ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0009

It is 13 mm inner diameter 25 mm outer diameter
33/64" eyelets, known as garmments in the market.
These eyelets (garmments) are generally used for
shoe boxes, bathroom curtains, holes for tensioning
threads of tents and tarpaulins, ornamental access...

6 mm Metal Eyelets 15/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0005

It is a 6 mm 15/64"capsule known as bird eye in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our 6 mm eyelet has been treated
with a durable coating for products that do not rust
and are subject to moisture. Standard colors are
presented in options. Solid color (white, black,
fluorescent colors) and other coating colors you need
can be coated in bulk purchases. How to...

Brass Eyelet 8,5 mm No 5 ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0015

It is a 11.2 mm capsule, known as the brass eyelet no. 5
in the market. These eyelets (Capsules) are generally
used for ventilation holes of hats, shoes, tents, textile
and leather products. Our eyelet #4 has been treated
to a durable coating for products tha...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/13-mm-metal-eyelet-no-28-(-250-pcs-pack)-k0009?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/desensiz-dis-10-mm-ic-6-mm-sac-kusgozu-k0005?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/brass-eyelet-85-mm-no-5-k0015?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Grommets and Eyelets

Brass Eyelet Outer 11.2 mm Inner 1/4" 6.4 mm (250 Pcs/Pack)...

It is the 11.2 mm capsule, known as the brass
eyelet 1/4"  in the market. These eyelets (Capsules)
are generally used for ventilation holes of hats, shoes,
tents, textile and leather products. Our eyelet #4 has
been treated to a durable coating for products that
do not rust and are exposed to moisture. Standard
colors are presented in options. Solid color (white,
black, phosphorescent colors) and other coating
colors that you need can be c...

Curved Eyelet 1 ³/32" Brass 27.7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0034PR...

Known in the market as the No 34 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 46 mm, an inner
diameter of 27.7 mm and a pipe length of 9.2 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains,...

Curved Eyelet 1 ³/32" Brass 27.7 mm Prepaid (500 Pcs/Pack) E...

Known in the market as the No 34 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 48 mm, an inner
diameter of 27.7 mm and a pipe length of 9.7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet number 34 has not
been treated with a rust- and moisture-resi...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/no-4-brass-eyelet-outer-11.2-mm-inner-k0014?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-brass-27.7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0034pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-1-³-32-brass-27.7-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0034prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 11/16" Brass 17,3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0031PR

Known in the market as the 11/16"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 31,3 mm, an inner
diameter of 17,3 mm and a pipe length of 7,9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, tru...

Curved Eyelet 3/16" Brass 4,7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PR

Known in the market as the 3/16"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 8,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,7 mm and a pipe length of 5,1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 3/16"  has not been
treated wi...

Curved Eyelet 37/64" Brass 14.7 mm Prepaid (500 Pcs/Pack) ER...

Known in the market as the No 30 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 28,6 mm, an inner
diameter of 14.7 mm and a pipe length of 9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-11-16-brass-17,3-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0031pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-3-16-brass-4,7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-37-64-brass-14.7-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0030prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 5/32" Brass 4 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0018PR

Known in the market as the 5/32" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 8 mm, an inner
diameter of 4 mm and a pipe length of 4,9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/32" has not been
treated with a rust- and m...

Curved Eyelet 9/64" Brass 3,6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0017PR

Known in the market as the 9/64" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 7 mm, an inner
diameter of 3,6 mm and a pipe length of 4,6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tar...

Eyelet 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" Stainless 40.3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0066P...

Known in the market as 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 60 mm, an inner diameter
of 40.5 mm and a pipe length of 8.5 mm. These
eyelets (capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile and
leather products. Our eyelet 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
Standard ...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-5-32-brass-4-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0018pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-9-64-brass-3,6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0017pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-66-stainless-500-pcs-pack-er0066p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet 13/64" Stainless 4,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0017P

Known in the market as 13/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 8.4 mm, an inner diameter
of 5 mm and a pipe length of 5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used for belts, children's
clothing, children's shoes, hobby works...

Eyelet 17/64" Stainless 6.6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0004P

Known in the market as 17/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 11.5 mm, an inner diameter
of 6.6 mm and a pipe length of 5.4 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet 17/64" has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
Standard col...

Eyelet 21/64"Stainless 8.5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0005P

Known in the market as 21/64"eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner diameter of
8.5 mm and a pipe length of 5.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-17-stainless-5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0017p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-4-stainless-6.6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0004p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-5-stainless-8.5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0005p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Grommets and Eyelets

Eyelet Brass 25/64" Capsule 10 mm ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0010

It is a 10 mm 25/64"  eyelets known as garmmentsin
the market. These brass eyelets (garments) are often
used for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents,
tarpaulins, textiles and leather goods. Our 10mm brass
eyelet has been treated with a durable coating for
products that do not rust and are exposed to
moisture. Standard colors are presented in options.
Solid color (white, black, fluorescent colors) and other
coating colors you need can be coa...

Metal Eyelet 23/64" 19 mm Eyelet (250 pcs / Package) K0006

It is a 19 mm 23/64" eyelets known as garmmentsin
the market. These eyelets (garments) are often used
for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, tarpaulins,
textiles and leather goods. Our 19mm eyelet has been
treated with a durable coating for pr...

Metal Eyelet 4,5 mm 11/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0003

It is a 4,5 mm capsule known as the 11/64" eyelet in
the market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used
for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet 11/64" 4,5 mm has been
subjected to a durable coating process for products
that do not rust and are exposed to moisture.
Standard colors are presented in options. Solid color
(white, black, fluorescent colors) and other coating
colors you need can be coated i...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/no.-24-eyelet-brass-capsule-10-mm-k0012?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/no:-24-19-mm-sheet-eyelet-capsule-(250-pcs-package)-k0006?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/9-mm-no-2-zamak-metal-eyelet-(250-pcs-package)-k0003?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Metal Eyelets 12 mm 1/4" (250 Pcs / Package) K0002

It is a 12 mm capsule known as the 1/4"  eyelet in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet no.4 has been subjected to
a durable coating process for produ...

Metal Eyelets 15 mm 9/32" (250 pcs / Package) K0001

It is a 15 mm capsule known as the 9/32"  eyelet in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet number 5 has been
subjected to a durable coating process for products
that do not rust and are exposed to moisture.
Standard colors are presented in options. Solid color
(white, black, fluorescent colors) and other coating
colors you need can be coated in bulk...

No. 31 Eyelet 17 mm Canvas and Curtain Eyelet K0016

How to apply a hair Capsule - hair eyelet: For smaller
projects, it can be worked with hammer and anvil. For
larger volume applications, you can consider our
heavy-duty press machine + suitable die. We also
offer hole cutting tools to pre-drill holes before a...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/12-mm-no-4-sac-kusgozu-k0002?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/15-mm-no-5-sac-kusgozu-k0001?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/brass-eyelet-13.5-mm-k0016?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Suzan Pin Brass Pin 3.6 mm (250 Pcs/Pack) B0018

This product is a 3.6 mm diameter, bird's eye shaped
button made of metal material, sold in a package of
250 pieces. These buttons are easy to attach to
fabrics or other crafts and are durable. This brass pin
is available in different colors and patterns, offering
an option to suit every taste. Outer Diameter: 6.3mm
Inner Diameter: 3.6mm Height:6mm

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/3.6mm-sheet-metal-eyelet-(250-pcs-pack)-b0018?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Brass Eyelets

Brass Eyelet 13/64" 5,5 mm ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0013

Eyelets are made of hair material. The product is rust
resistant. Unpatterned eyelets can be used for
ornamental or functional purposes to add visuality,
depending on where they are used. Although it has a
wide area in terms of usage, it is mostly found in sho...

2,5 cm Oval Eyelet Brass Metal K0012

This 2.5 cm Oval Eyelet is a high-quality metal product
designed for use in a variety of applications. Made
from durable brass metal, it is resistant to corrosion
and wear, making it perfect for use in clothing, bags,
shoes, and other accessories. The oval shape of the
eyelet adds a unique touch to any project. The eyelet
measures approximately 2.5 cm in length and 6,5 mm
in width, making it ideal for use in a wide range of
materials. The smooth surface...

3 cm Oval Eyelet Brass Metal K0007

The 3 cm Oval Eyelet Brass Metal is a high-quality and
durable accessory used in various applications such
as clothing, bags, shoes, and other fashion items.
Made from high-quality brass material, this eyelet is
rust-resistant and long-lasting, providing a rel...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/no.-3-brass-eyelet-5,5-mm-(-250-pcs-pack)-k0013?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/2,5-cm-oval-eyelet-brass-metal-k0012?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/3-cm-oval-eyelet-brass-metal-k0007?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Brass Eyelets

Brass Eyelet 8,5 mm No 5 ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0015

It is a 11.2 mm capsule, known as the brass eyelet no. 5
in the market. These eyelets (Capsules) are generally
used for ventilation holes of hats, shoes, tents, textile
and leather products. Our eyelet #4 has been treated
to a durable coating for products that do not rust
and are exposed to moisture. Standard colors are
presented in options. Solid color (white, black,
phosphorescent colors) and other coating colors that
you need can be coated in quantity...

Brass Eyelet Outer 11.2 mm Inner 1/4" 6.4 mm (250 Pcs/Pack)...

It is the 11.2 mm capsule, known as the brass
eyelet 1/4"  in the market. These eyelets (Capsules)
are generally used for ventilation holes of hats, shoes,
tents, textile and leather products. Our eyelet #4 has
been treated to a durable coating...

Coin Type Eyelet 19/64" Brass 7,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0005P...

Known in the market as the 19/64" Double Sided
eyelet, it is a capsule with an outer diameter of
15 mm, an inner diameter of 7,5 mm and a pipe
length of 6,7 mm. These domed eyelets
(convex Capsules) are generally used for tarpaulins,
truck tarpaulins, curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of
tents and tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet 19/64" has
not been treated with a...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/brass-eyelet-85-mm-no-5-k0015?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/no-4-brass-eyelet-outer-11.2-mm-inner-k0014?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/coin-type-eyelet-19-64-brass-7,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005prp?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Brass Eyelets

Curved Eyelet 1 ³/32" Brass 27.7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0034PR...

Known in the market as the No 34 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 46 mm, an inner
diameter of 27.7 mm and a pipe length of 9.2 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains,...

Curved Eyelet 1 ³/32" Brass 27.7 mm Prepaid (500 Pcs/Pack) E...

Known in the market as the No 34 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 48 mm, an inner
diameter of 27.7 mm and a pipe length of 9.7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet number 34 has not
been treated with a rust- and moisture-resi...

Curved Eyelet 11/16" Brass 17,3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0031PR

Known in the market as the 11/16"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 31,3 mm, an inner
diameter of 17,3 mm and a pipe length of 7,9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, tru...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-brass-27.7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0034pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-1-³-32-brass-27.7-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0034prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-11-16-brass-17,3-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0031pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 13/64" Brass 5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0003PR

Known in the market as the 13/64"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 9,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 5 mm and a pipe length of 5,4 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 13/64"  has not been
treated with a ...

Curved Eyelet 15/32" Brass 12 mm Contoured (500 Pieces/Pack)...

Known in the market as the 15/32" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 24 mm, an inner
diameter of 12 mm and a pipe length of 7.7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, ...

Curved Eyelet 15/64" Brass 6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0004PR

Known in the market as the 15/64"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 11,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 6 mm and a pipe length of 5,7 mm. These
domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, holes for
tensioning ropes of tents and tarpaulins, and
ornamental accessories in textile and leather
products. Our flat eyelet 15/64"  has not been treated
w...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-13-64-brass-5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-15-32-brass-12-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0027prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-15-64-brass-6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 15/64" Eco Brass 5,9 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0004...

Known in the market as the 15/64"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 11,6 mm, an inner
diameter of 5,9 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins,...

Curved Eyelet 17/32" Brass 13,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0028PR

Known in the market as the 17/32"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 25 mm, an inner
diameter of 13,5 mm and a pipe length of 7,1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 17/32" has not been
treated with a rust- and mois...

Curved Eyelet 23/64" Brass 9.3 mm Contoured (500 Pcs/Pack) ...

Known in the market as the 23/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 19 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,3 mm and a pipe length of 6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpauli...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-15-64-eco-brass-5,9-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0004pre?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-17-32-brass-13,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0028pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-23-64-brass-9.3-mm-contoured-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0024prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 23/64" Brass 9,3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0024PR

Known in the market as the 23/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 19 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,3 mm and a pipe length of 6 mm. These
domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, holes for
tensioning ropes of tents and tarpaulins, and
ornamental accessories in textile and leather
products. Our flat eyelet 23/64" has not been treated
with a rust- and moi...

Curved Eyelet 23/64" Brass 9.3 mm Narrow Contoured (500 Pcs/...

Known in the market as the 23/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 16 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,3 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck t...

Curved Eyelet 29/64" Brass 11,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0026PR

Known in the market as the 29/64""  domed eyelet, it
is a capsule with an outer diameter of 24,5 mm, an
inner diameter of 11,5 mm and a pipe length of 5,7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 17/32" has not been
treated with a rust- ...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-23-64-brass-9,3-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0024pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-23-64-brass-9.3-mm-narrow-contoured-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0024prkondar?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-29-64-brass-11,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0026pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 29/64" Brass 11.5 mm Contoured (500 Pcs/Pack) ...

Known in the market as the 29/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 24,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 11,5 mm and a pipe length of 6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpa...

Curved Eyelet 3/16" Brass 4,7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PR

Known in the market as the 3/16"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 8,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,7 mm and a pipe length of 5,1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 3/16"  has not been
treated wi...

Curved Eyelet 37/64" Brass 14.7 mm Prepaid (500 Pcs/Pack) ER...

Known in the market as the No 30 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 28,6 mm, an inner
diameter of 14.7 mm and a pipe length of 9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-29-64-brass-11,5-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0026prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-3-16-brass-4,7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-37-64-brass-14.7-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0030prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 5/16" Brass 8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0005PR

Known in the market as the 5/16" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner
diameter of 8 mm and a pipe length of 5,6 mm. These
domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, holes for
tensioning ropes of tents and tarpaulins, and
ornamental accessories in textile and leather
products. Our flat eyelet 5/16" has not been treated
with a rust- and moist...

Curved Eyelet 5/16" Brass 8 mm Contoured (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0...

Known in the market as the 5/16" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner
diameter of 8 mm and a pipe length of 5,8 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarp...

Curved Eyelet 5/32" Brass 4 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0018PR

Known in the market as the 5/32" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 8 mm, an inner
diameter of 4 mm and a pipe length of 4,9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/32" has not been
treated with a rust- and m...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-5-16-brass-8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-5-16-brass-8-mm-contoured-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-5-32-brass-4-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0018pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 9/64" Brass 3,6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0017PR

Known in the market as the 9/64" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 7 mm, an inner
diameter of 3,6 mm and a pipe length of 4,6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tar...

Double Sided Eyelet 15/64" Brass 5,8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB00...

Known in the market as the 15/64" Double Sided
eyelet, it is a capsule with an outer diameter of 13 mm,
an inner diameter of 5,8 mm and a pipe length of
3,9 mm. These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 15/64" has not been
treated with a rust- and...

Double Sided Eyelet 3/16" Brass 4,8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB000...

Known in the market as the 3/16" Double Sided eyelet,
it is a capsule with an outer diameter of 11 mm, an
inner diameter of 4,8 mm and a pipe length of
3,9 mm. These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, t...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-9-64-brass-3,6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0017pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/double-sided-eyelet-15-64-brass-5,8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0004prc?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/double-sided-eyelet-3-16-brass-4,8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003prc?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Double Sided Eyelet 5/16" Brass 8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0005P...

Known in the market as the 5/16" Double Sided eyelet,
it is a capsule with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an
inner diameter of 8 mm and a pipe length of 4,5 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/16" has not been
treated with a rust- an...

Eyelet Brass 25/64" Capsule 10 mm ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0010

It is a 10 mm 25/64"  eyelets known as garmmentsin
the market. These brass eyelets (garments) are often
used for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents,
tarpaulins, textiles and leather goods. Our 10mm brass
eyelet has been treated with a durable c...

Eyelet With Strainer 11/64" Brass 4,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERSZ...

Known in the market as 11/64" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 8,3 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,2 mm and a pipe length of 5,6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer eyelet 
11/64" has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resista...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/double-sided-eyelet-5-16-brass-8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005prc?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/no.-24-eyelet-brass-capsule-10-mm-k0012?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-11-64-brass-4,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-ersz0002pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet With Strainer 15/64" Brass 5,8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERSZ...

Known in the market as 15/64" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 11,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 5,8 mm and a pipe length of 6.1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornament...

Eyelet With Strainer 23/64" Brass 9.1 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERSZ...

Known in the market as 23/64" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 18.8 mm, an inner
diameter of 9.1 mm and a pipe length of 6.9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer eyelet 
23/64" has not been treated with a rust- and
moisture-resistant coating. Th...

Eyelet With Strainer 3/16" Brass 4,9 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERSZ0...

Known in the market as 3/16" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 9,8 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,9 mm and a pipe length of 6.7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental acce...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-15-64-brass-5,8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-ersz0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-23-64-brass-9.1-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-ersz0024pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-3-16-brass-4,9-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-ersz0003pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet With Strainer Cover 11/32" Brass 8.8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack...

Known in the market as 11/32" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 19,9 mm, an inner
diameter of 8,8 mm and a pipe length of 7,5 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer eyelet 
11/32" has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resist...

Eyelet With Strainer Cover 19/64" Brass 7,7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack...

Known in the market as 19/64"" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 15,9 mm, an inner
diameter of 7,7 mm and a pipe length of 6,1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional or...

Eyelet With Strainer Cover 3/16" Brass 4,6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack)...

Known in the market as 3/16" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 10,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,6 mm and a pipe length of 6,7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer
eyelet 3/16" has not been treated with a rust- and
moisture-resi...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-cover-11-32-brass-8.8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erszk0024pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-cover-19-64-brass-7,7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erszk0005pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-cover-3-16-brass-4,6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erszk0003pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelet 1 ³/₃₂" Brass 27,7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0034PR...

Known in the market as 1 ³/₃₂" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 48 mm, an inner
diameter of 27,7 mm and a pipe length of 7,5 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpauli...

Flat Eyelet 11/64" Brass 4,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0002PR

Known in the market as 11/64"  straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 8,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,5 mm and a pipe length of 5,2 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
3 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resi...

Flat Eyelet 13/64" Brass 5,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0004PR

Known in the market as 13/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 11,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 5,2 mm and a pipe length of 6,7 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tar...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-34-brass-27,7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0034pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-2-brass-4,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0002pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-4-brass-5,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelet 15/32" Brass 12 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0025PR

Known in the market as 15/32" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 21,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 12 mm and a pipe length of 5,7 mm. These
flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used for
tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
28 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resistant coating. The p...

Flat Eyelet 17/32" Brass 13 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0028PR

Known in the market as 17/32" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 24.9 mm, an inner
diameter of 13.3 mm and a pipe length of 6.9 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curta...

Flat Eyelet 19/64" Brass 7,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0005PR

Known in the market as 19/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner
diameter of 7,5 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
5 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resistant c...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-25-brass-12-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0025pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-28-brass-13-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0028pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-5-brass-7,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0005pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelet 3/64" Brass 3,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0016PR

Known in the market as 3/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 6 mm, an inner
diameter of 3,2 mm and a pipe length of 3,1 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaul...

Flat Eyelet 3/8" Brass 9,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0024PR

Known in the market as 3/8" 4 straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 18,7 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,5 mm and a pipe length of 6.2 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
24 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resistan...

Flat Eyelet 39/64" Brass 15,5 mm Narrow (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0...

Known in the market as 39/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 21,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 15,5 mm and a pipe length of 8,3mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, t...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-16-brass-3,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0016pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-24-brass-9,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0024pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-39-64-brass-15,5-mm-narrow-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0028prdar?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelet 5/8" Brass 16 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0029PR

Known in the market as 5/8" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 28 mm, an inner
diameter of 16 mm and a pipe length of 7,7 mm. These
flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used for
tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/8" has
not been treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant
coating. The ...

Flat Eyelet 53/64" Brass 21 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0032PR

Known in the market as 53/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 31,8 mm, an inner
diameter of 21 mm and a pipe length of 4,7 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, cu...

Flat Eyelet 9/64" Brass 3,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0017PR

Known in the market as 9/64"  straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 7,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 3,5 mm and a pipe length of 4,6 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
3 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-5-8-brass-16-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0029pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-53-64-brass-21-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0032pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-17-brass-3,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0017pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelet No 3 Brass 5,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0003PR

Known in the market as No 3 straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 9,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 5,2 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,...

Flat Eyelet No 31 Brass 17,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0031PR

Known in the market as No 31 straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 31,3 mm, an inner
diameter of 17,5 mm and a pipe length of 7,7 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
28 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resistant coating. The ...

Flat Eyelet Wide 1/4" Brass 6,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERDG0004P...

Known in the market as 1/4"  wide straight eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 13 mm, an inner
diameter of 6,2 mm 1/4" and a pipe length of 5 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins,...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-3-brass-5,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0003pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-31-brass-17,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0031pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-wide-no-4-brass-6,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erdg0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Long Eyelet 11/64" 4.2 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PRU

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or stilt eyelet Our 4,2 mm
eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and metal
washer. It is a textile metal accessory with metal and
plastic sequins that you can use on fabric, leather,
cardboard, belts, bags, shoes, labels, clothing and
hobby products. If requested, the plastic washer can
be replaced with a metal washer. (There is a price
difference.) To thread threads or laces in shoes,
clothes and bags, a...

Long Eyelet 11/64" 4.3 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0003PRU

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or stilt eyelet Our 4,3 mm
eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and metal
washer. It is a textile metal accessory with metal and
plastic sequins that you can use on fabric, leather,
cardboard, belts, bags, shoes, ...

Narrow Curved Eyelet 5/16" Brass 8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB000...

Known in the market as the 5/16" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 13,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 8 mm and a pipe length of 5,4 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/16" has not been
treated with a rust- an...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/long-eyelet-11-64-4.2-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002pru?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/long-eyelet-11-64-4.3-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003pru?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/narrow-curved-eyelet-5-16-brass-8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005prdar?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Narrow Curved Eyelet 23/64" Brass 9,3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0...

Known in the market as the 23/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 16 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,3 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck t...

Oval Eyelet 0.5 cm Brass 1/64" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0007PR

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly
found in shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodysuits,
knitwear and jean shirts, as well as baby and
children's products. The lower part varies depending
on how it is used. Straight eyelets consi...

Oval Eyelet 1 cm Brass 25/64" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0010PR

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly fou...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/narrow-curved-eyelet-23-64-brass-9,3-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0024prdar?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-0.5-cm-brass-no-1-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0007pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-1-cm-brass-no-2-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0010pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Oval Eyelet 1,5 cm Brass 19/32" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0015P...

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly
found in shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodysuits,
knitwear and jean shirts, as well as baby and
children's products. The lower part varies depending
on how it is used. Straight eyelets consi...

Oval Eyelet 2 cm Brass 25/32" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0020PR

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly fou...

Oval Eyelet 2,5 cm Brass 1" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0025PR

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly
found in shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodysuits,
knitwear and jean shirts, as well as baby and
children's products. The lower part varies depending
on how it is used. Straight eyelets consi...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-1,5-cm-brass-no-3-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0015pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-2-cm-brass-no-4-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0020pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-2,5-cm-brass-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0025pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Oval Eyelet 3 cm 1 ³/₁₆ Brass (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0030PR...

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly fou...

Oval Eyelet With Strainer 37/64" Brass 14.8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack...

Known in the market as 37/64" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 21,1 mm, an inner
diameter of 14,8 mm and a pipe length of 7,8 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer eyelet 
37/64" has not been treated with a rust- and
moisture-resistant ...

Short Eyelet 11/64" 4,5 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PRK

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or short leg eyelet, our 4,5
mm eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and
metal washer. It is a textile metal accessory with
metal and plastic sequins that you can use on fabric,
leather, cardboard, belts, bags, sh...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-3-cm-brass-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0030pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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https://www.e-dugme.com/short-eyelet-11-64-4,5-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002prk?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Short Eyelet 13/64" 5 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0003PRK

Eyelet 13/64", capsule 13/64" or short leg eyelet, our 5
mm eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and
metal washer. It is a textile metal accessory with
metal and plastic sequins that you can use on fabric,
leather, cardboard, belts, bags, shoes, labels, clothing
and hobby products. If requested, the plastic washer
can be replaced with a metal washer. (There is a price
difference.) To thread threads or laces in shoes,
clothes and bags, and...

Suzan Pin Brass Pin 3.6 mm (250 Pcs/Pack) B0018

This product is a 3.6 mm diameter, bird's eye shaped
button made of metal material, sold in a package of
250 pieces. These buttons are easy to attach to
fabrics or other crafts and are durable. This brass pin
is available in different colors and patterns, ...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/short-eyelet-13-64-5-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003prk?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/3.6mm-sheet-metal-eyelet-(250-pcs-pack)-b0018?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" Stainless 40.3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0066P...

Known in the market as 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 60 mm, an inner diameter
of 40.5 mm and a pipe length of 8.5 mm. These
eyelets (capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile and
leather products. Our eyelet 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
Standard ...

Eyelet 1 ⁷/₆₄" Stainless 28 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0066P

Known in the market as 1 ⁷/₆₄" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 46 mm, an inner diameter
of 28 mm and a pipe length of 8.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, cu...

Eyelet 11/16" Stainless 17 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0031P

Known in the market as No 31 eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 32.10 mm, an inner diameter
of 17.3 mm and a pipe length of 8.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet number 31 has not
been treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant
coating. Standard colors are offered ...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-66-stainless-500-pcs-pack-er0066p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-66-stainless-40.3-mm-er0066p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-31-stainless-17-mm-er0031p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet 13/64" Stainless 4,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0017P

Known in the market as 13/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 8.4 mm, an inner diameter
of 5 mm and a pipe length of 5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used for belts, children's
clothing, children's shoes, hobby works...

Eyelet 13/64" Stainless 5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0002P

Known in the market as 13/64"  eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 8,4 mm, an inner diameter
of 5 mm and a pipe length of 5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet number 2 has not
been treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant
coating. Standard colors are offe...

Eyelet 15/32" Stainless 12 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0026P

Known in the market as 15/32" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 24.8 mm, an inner diameter
of 12 mm and a pipe length of 5.9 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, c...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-17-stainless-5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0017p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-2-stainless-5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0002p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-26-stainless-12-mm-er0026p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet 17/64" Stainless 6.6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0004P

Known in the market as 17/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 11.5 mm, an inner diameter
of 6.6 mm and a pipe length of 5.4 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet 17/64" has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
Standard col...

Eyelet 21/64"Stainless 8.5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0005P

Known in the market as 21/64"eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner diameter of
8.5 mm and a pipe length of 5.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains...

Eyelet 25/64" Stainless 10 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0024P

Known in the market as 25/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 19 mm, an inner diameter of
10 mm and a pipe length of 5.7 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in clothing, coats, wash bags, promotional
items, hobby items and bag string holes, textile and
leather products. Our eyelet number 24 has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
The standard color of the pro...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-4-stainless-6.6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0004p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-5-stainless-8.5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0005p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-24-stainless-10-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0024p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Stainless Eyelets

Eyelet 33/64" Stainless 13 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0028P

Known in the market as 33/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 25.6 mm, an inner diameter
of 13 mm and a pipe length of 7.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, c...

Eyelet 7/32" Stainless 5,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0003P

Known in the market as 7/32" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 9,5 mm, an inner diameter
of 5,5 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet 7/32"  has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
Standard color...

Eyelet 7/32" Stainless 5.5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0018P

Known in the market as 7/32" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 9.5 mm, an inner diameter
of 5.5 mm and a pipe length of 5.2 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, cu...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-28-stainless-13-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0028p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-3-stainless-5,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0003p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-18-stainless-5.5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0018p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Metal Eyelets

Eyelet 9/64" Inner Diameter 3.5 Outer Diameter 7 mm Metal (...

It is a 7 mm capsule, known as the 9/64" eyelets in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are generally used
for ventilation holes of hats, shoes, tents, textile and
leather products. Our eyelet 17 has been treated with
a durable coating for products that do not rust and
are exposed to moisture. Eyelets is a durable and
stylish button type made of iron alloy. While adding an
elegant touch to your fabrics with its small size, it also
provides a...

10 mm Eyelets 13/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0008

Eyelets are made of iron material. The product is rust
resistant. Unpatterned eyelets can be used for
ornamental or functional purposes to add visuality,
depending on where they are used. Although it has a
wide area in terms of usage, it is mostly found in sho...

13 mm Metal Eyelet 33/64" ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0009

It is 13 mm inner diameter 25 mm outer diameter
33/64" eyelets, known as garmments in the market.
These eyelets (garmments) are generally used for
shoe boxes, bathroom curtains, holes for tensioning
threads of tents and tarpaulins, ornamental
accessories in textile and leather products. Our No. 28
eyelet has been treated with durable coating for
products that do not rust and are exposed to
moisture. Standard colors are presented in options.
Sol...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/7-mm-zamak-metal-eyelets-(250-pcs-package)-no:-17-k0011?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/10-mm-sheet-eyelets-(250-pcs-package)-no:-3-k0008?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/13-mm-metal-eyelet-no-28-(-250-pcs-pack)-k0009?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Metal Eyelets

6 mm Metal Eyelets 15/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0005

It is a 6 mm 15/64"capsule known as bird eye in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our 6 mm eyelet has been treated
with a durable coating for products that do not ...

Metal Eyelet 23/64" 19 mm Eyelet (250 pcs / Package) K0006

It is a 19 mm 23/64" eyelets known as garmmentsin
the market. These eyelets (garments) are often used
for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, tarpaulins,
textiles and leather goods. Our 19mm eyelet has been
treated with a durable coating for products that do
not rust and are exposed to moisture. Standard
colors are presented in options. Solid color (white,
black, fluorescent colors) and other coating colors
you need can be coated in bulk p...

Metal Eyelet 4,5 mm 11/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0003

It is a 4,5 mm capsule known as the 11/64" eyelet in
the market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used
for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet 11/64" 4,5 mm has been
subjected to a durable coating proces...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/desensiz-dis-10-mm-ic-6-mm-sac-kusgozu-k0005?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/no:-24-19-mm-sheet-eyelet-capsule-(250-pcs-package)-k0006?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/9-mm-no-2-zamak-metal-eyelet-(250-pcs-package)-k0003?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Metal Eyelets

Metal Eyelet Long 7,3 mm 11/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0003U

It is a 7,3 mm capsule known as the No. 2 eyelet in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet number 2 has been
subjected to a durable coating process for products
that do not rust and are exposed to moisture.
Standard colors are presented in options. Solid color
(white, black, fluorescent colors) and other coating
colors you need can be coated in bulk purc...

Metal Eyelets 12 mm 1/4" (250 Pcs / Package) K0002

It is a 12 mm capsule known as the 1/4"  eyelet in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet no.4 has been subjected to
a durable coating process for produ...

Metal Eyelets 15 mm 9/32" (250 pcs / Package) K0001

It is a 15 mm capsule known as the 9/32"  eyelet in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet number 5 has been
subjected to a durable coating process for products
that do not rust and are exposed to moisture.
Standard colors are presented in options. Solid color
(white, black, fluorescent colors) and other coating
colors you need can be coated in bulk...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/metal-eyelet-long-7,3-mm-(250-pcs-package)-k0003u?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/12-mm-no-4-sac-kusgozu-k0002?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/15-mm-no-5-sac-kusgozu-k0001?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Metal Eyelets

No. 31 Eyelet 17 mm Canvas and Curtain Eyelet K0016

How to apply a hair Capsule - hair eyelet: For smaller
projects, it can be worked with hammer and anvil. For
larger volume applications, you can consider our
heavy-duty press machine + suitable die. We also
offer hole cutting tools to pre-drill holes before a...

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/brass-eyelet-13.5-mm-k0016?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zamak Zinc Alloy Eyelets

40 x 20 mm Metal Eyelet Rectangular Shape E 1983

40 x 20 mm Metal Eyelet Rectangular Shape is a type
of metal ring used to reinforce or decorate a hole in
various materials, such as fabric, leather, or plastic.
The rectangular shape of this eyelet adds a unique
and modern look to any design. These eyelets are
made from high-quality metal, typically brass or steel,
which makes them durable and long-lasting. They are
also resistant to rust and corrosion, ensuring that
they will maintain their appearance...

Eyelet 20 x 7 mm Metal Oval Frame Figure E 1943

Our metal oval eyelet is often used as a fork handle's
pass-through hole, a decorative belt tongue in coats
and trousers, a belt-passing hole in outerwear, and as
functional accessories for different purposes in other
sectors. Inner Width: 19.5mm x 6.9m...

Eyelet Decorative Patterned 20 x 53 mm Oval Edge E 529

"Eyelet" decorative patterned oval buckles measuring
20 x 53 mm are widely used in clothing, accessories
and craft projects. They can add a decorative touch
and serve as functional closures for garments and
bags. The raw materials used in their production are
zamak metal alloys. Decorative pattern can be
stamped or engraved on the surface of the buckle,
giving it an extra touch of style. When choosing an
oval buckle with an "eyelet&quo...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/metal-eyelet-40-x-20-mm-rectangular-shape-e-1983?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-20-x-7-mm-metal-oval-frame-figure-e-1943?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-decorative-patterned-20-x-53-mm-oval-edge-e-529?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zamak Zinc Alloy Eyelets

Eyelet Decorative Patterned 20 x 60 mm Oval Edge E 663

Internal Dimensions: 48.7 mm x 6.6 mm External
Dimensions: 19.8 mm x 61.5 mm Number of Pieces: 2
Pieces (Upper Part: 1 Piece / Lower Part 1 Piece)
Product Material: Zinc Alloy Color Options: Light Gold,
Nickel, Black Nickel, Gun Metal, Chrome and so on. C...

Eyelet Decorative Patterned 20 x 60 mm Oval Edge E 664

Internal Dimensions: 27 mm x 6.6 mm External
Dimensions: 20 mm x 40 mm Number of Pieces: 2
Pieces (Upper Part: 1 Piece / Lower Part 1 Piece)
Product Material: Zinc Alloy Color Options: Light Gold,
Nickel, Black Nickel, Gun Metal, Chrome and so on.
Coating process (coloring) is done within 2-3 working
days according to the needs of our customers. For
other terms and colors, please see the Custom
Coating Colors tab We are a group of craftsmen
produci...

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-decorative-patterned-20-x-60-mm-oval-edge-e-663?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-decorative-patterned-20-x-60-mm-oval-edge-e-664?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Oval Eyelets

2,5 cm Oval Eyelet Brass Metal K0012

This 2.5 cm Oval Eyelet is a high-quality metal product
designed for use in a variety of applications. Made
from durable brass metal, it is resistant to corrosion
and wear, making it perfect for use in clothing, bags,
shoes, and other accessories. The oval sha...

3 cm Oval Eyelet Brass Metal K0007

The 3 cm Oval Eyelet Brass Metal is a high-quality and
durable accessory used in various applications such
as clothing, bags, shoes, and other fashion items.
Made from high-quality brass material, this eyelet is
rust-resistant and long-lasting, providing a reliable
and sturdy attachment point for your projects. This
eyelet has an oval shape with a 3 cm diameter and
features a smooth and polished surface that adds an
elegant touch to your designs. Its ve...

40 x 20 mm Metal Eyelet Rectangular Shape E 1983

40 x 20 mm Metal Eyelet Rectangular Shape is a type
of metal ring used to reinforce or decorate a hole in
various materials, such as fabric, leather, or plastic.
The rectangular shape of this eyelet adds a unique
and modern look to any design. These eyelets...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/2,5-cm-oval-eyelet-brass-metal-k0012?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/3-cm-oval-eyelet-brass-metal-k0007?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/metal-eyelet-40-x-20-mm-rectangular-shape-e-1983?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Oval Eyelets

Eyelet 20 x 7 mm Metal Oval Frame Figure E 1943

Our metal oval eyelet is often used as a fork handle's
pass-through hole, a decorative belt tongue in coats
and trousers, a belt-passing hole in outerwear, and as
functional accessories for different purposes in other
sectors. Inner Width: 19.5mm x 6.9mm External
Dimensions: 29.3 mm x 16.9 mm Number of Pieces: 2
Pieces (Top Part: 1 Piece / Bottom Part 1 piece) Color
Options: Light Gold, Nickel, Black Nickel, Gun Metal,
Chrome and similar opt...

Eyelet Decorative Patterned 20 x 53 mm Oval Edge E 529

"Eyelet" decorative patterned oval buckles measuring
20 x 53 mm are widely used in clothing, accessories
and craft projects. They can add a decorative touch
and serve as functional closures for garments and
bags. The raw materials used in their pr...

Eyelet Decorative Patterned 20 x 60 mm Oval Edge E 663

Internal Dimensions: 48.7 mm x 6.6 mm External
Dimensions: 19.8 mm x 61.5 mm Number of Pieces: 2
Pieces (Upper Part: 1 Piece / Lower Part 1 Piece)
Product Material: Zinc Alloy Color Options: Light Gold,
Nickel, Black Nickel, Gun Metal, Chrome and so on.
Coating process (coloring) is done within 2-3 working
days according to the needs of our customers. For
other terms and colors, please see the Custom
Coating Colors tab We are a group of craftsmen p...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-20-x-7-mm-metal-oval-frame-figure-e-1943?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-decorative-patterned-20-x-53-mm-oval-edge-e-529?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-decorative-patterned-20-x-60-mm-oval-edge-e-663?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Oval Eyelets

Eyelet Decorative Patterned 20 x 60 mm Oval Edge E 664

Internal Dimensions: 27 mm x 6.6 mm External
Dimensions: 20 mm x 40 mm Number of Pieces: 2
Pieces (Upper Part: 1 Piece / Lower Part 1 Piece)
Product Material: Zinc Alloy Color Options: Light Gold,
Nickel, Black Nickel, Gun Metal, Chrome and so on.
Coating...

Oval Eyelet 0.5 cm Brass 1/64" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0007PR

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly
found in shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodysuits,
knitwear and jean shirts, as well as baby and
children's products. The lower part varies depending
on how it is used. Straight eyelets consi...

Oval Eyelet 1 cm Brass 25/64" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0010PR

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly fou...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-decorative-patterned-20-x-60-mm-oval-edge-e-664?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-0.5-cm-brass-no-1-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0007pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-1-cm-brass-no-2-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0010pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Oval Eyelets

Oval Eyelet 1,5 cm Brass 19/32" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0015P...

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly
found in shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodysuits,
knitwear and jean shirts, as well as baby and
children's products. The lower part varies depending
on how it is used. Straight eyelets consi...

Oval Eyelet 2 cm Brass 25/32" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0020PR

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly fou...

Oval Eyelet 2,5 cm Brass 1" (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0025PR

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly
found in shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodysuits,
knitwear and jean shirts, as well as baby and
children's products. The lower part varies depending
on how it is used. Straight eyelets consi...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-1,5-cm-brass-no-3-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0015pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-2-cm-brass-no-4-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0020pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-2,5-cm-brass-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0025pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Oval Eyelets

Oval Eyelet 3 cm 1 ³/₁₆ Brass (500 Pieces/Pack) EROV0030PR...

Oval Eyelets are made of brass material. The product
is resistant to rust. Patternless oval eyelets can be
used for ornamental or functional purposes to add
visual appeal, depending on where they are used.
Although it has a wide range of uses, it is mostly fou...

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-3-cm-brass-(500-pieces-pack)-erov0030pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Domed Eyelets Brass

Brass Eyelet 13/64" 5,5 mm ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0013

Eyelets are made of hair material. The product is rust
resistant. Unpatterned eyelets can be used for
ornamental or functional purposes to add visuality,
depending on where they are used. Although it has a
wide area in terms of usage, it is mostly found in
shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodies, knitwear,
Jean shirts, as well as baby and children's products.
The lower part varies according to the usage. Flat
eyelets consist of 2 parts Eyelet or...

Eyelet 9/64" Inner Diameter 3.5 Outer Diameter 7 mm Metal (...

It is a 7 mm capsule, known as the 9/64" eyelets in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are generally used
for ventilation holes of hats, shoes, tents, textile and
leather products. Our eyelet 17 has been treated with
a durable coating for products that...

10 mm Eyelets 13/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0008

Eyelets are made of iron material. The product is rust
resistant. Unpatterned eyelets can be used for
ornamental or functional purposes to add visuality,
depending on where they are used. Although it has a
wide area in terms of usage, it is mostly found in
shoes, shirts, blouses, work clothes, bodies, knitwear,
Jean shirts, as well as baby and children's products.
The lower part varies according to the usage. Flat
eyelets consist of 2 parts Eyelet or...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/no.-3-brass-eyelet-5,5-mm-(-250-pcs-pack)-k0013?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/7-mm-zamak-metal-eyelets-(250-pcs-package)-no:-17-k0011?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/10-mm-sheet-eyelets-(250-pcs-package)-no:-3-k0008?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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13 mm Metal Eyelet 33/64" ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0009

It is 13 mm inner diameter 25 mm outer diameter
33/64" eyelets, known as garmments in the market.
These eyelets (garmments) are generally used for
shoe boxes, bathroom curtains, holes for tensioning
threads of tents and tarpaulins, ornamental access...

6 mm Metal Eyelets 15/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0005

It is a 6 mm 15/64"capsule known as bird eye in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our 6 mm eyelet has been treated
with a durable coating for products that do not rust
and are subject to moisture. Standard colors are
presented in options. Solid color (white, black,
fluorescent colors) and other coating colors you need
can be coated in bulk purchases. How to...

Brass Eyelet 8,5 mm No 5 ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0015

It is a 11.2 mm capsule, known as the brass eyelet no. 5
in the market. These eyelets (Capsules) are generally
used for ventilation holes of hats, shoes, tents, textile
and leather products. Our eyelet #4 has been treated
to a durable coating for products tha...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/13-mm-metal-eyelet-no-28-(-250-pcs-pack)-k0009?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/desensiz-dis-10-mm-ic-6-mm-sac-kusgozu-k0005?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/brass-eyelet-85-mm-no-5-k0015?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Brass Eyelet Outer 11.2 mm Inner 1/4" 6.4 mm (250 Pcs/Pack)...

It is the 11.2 mm capsule, known as the brass
eyelet 1/4"  in the market. These eyelets (Capsules)
are generally used for ventilation holes of hats, shoes,
tents, textile and leather products. Our eyelet #4 has
been treated to a durable coating for products that
do not rust and are exposed to moisture. Standard
colors are presented in options. Solid color (white,
black, phosphorescent colors) and other coating
colors that you need can be c...

Curved Eyelet 1 ³/32" Brass 27.7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0034PR...

Known in the market as the No 34 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 46 mm, an inner
diameter of 27.7 mm and a pipe length of 9.2 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains,...

Curved Eyelet 11/16" Brass 17,3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0031PR

Known in the market as the 11/16"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 31,3 mm, an inner
diameter of 17,3 mm and a pipe length of 7,9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 11/16" has not been
treated with a rust- a...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/no-4-brass-eyelet-outer-11.2-mm-inner-k0014?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-brass-27.7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0034pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-11-16-brass-17,3-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0031pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 13/64" Brass 5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0003PR

Known in the market as the 13/64"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 9,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 5 mm and a pipe length of 5,4 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, tr...

Curved Eyelet 15/64" Brass 6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0004PR

Known in the market as the 15/64"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 11,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 6 mm and a pipe length of 5,7 mm. These
domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, holes for
tensioning ropes of tents and tarpaulins, and
ornamental accessories in textile and leather
products. Our flat eyelet 15/64"  has not been treated
w...

Curved Eyelet 15/64" Eco Brass 5,9 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0004...

Known in the market as the 15/64"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 11,6 mm, an inner
diameter of 5,9 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins,...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-13-64-brass-5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-15-64-brass-6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-15-64-eco-brass-5,9-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0004pre?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 17/32" Brass 13,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0028PR

Known in the market as the 17/32"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 25 mm, an inner
diameter of 13,5 mm and a pipe length of 7,1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 17/32" has not been
treated with a rust- and mois...

Curved Eyelet 23/64" Brass 9,3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0024PR

Known in the market as the 23/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 19 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,3 mm and a pipe length of 6 mm. These
domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpauli...

Curved Eyelet 23/64" Brass 9.3 mm Narrow Contoured (500 Pcs/...

Known in the market as the 23/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 16 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,3 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 29/64" has not been
treated with a rust- and m...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-17-32-brass-13,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0028pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-23-64-brass-9,3-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0024pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-23-64-brass-9.3-mm-narrow-contoured-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0024prkondar?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 29/64" Brass 11,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0026PR

Known in the market as the 29/64""  domed eyelet, it
is a capsule with an outer diameter of 24,5 mm, an
inner diameter of 11,5 mm and a pipe length of 5,7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, tr...

Curved Eyelet 3/16" Brass 4,7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PR

Known in the market as the 3/16"  domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 8,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,7 mm and a pipe length of 5,1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 3/16"  has not been
treated wi...

Curved Eyelet 5/16" Brass 8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0005PR

Known in the market as the 5/16" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner
diameter of 8 mm and a pipe length of 5,6 mm. These
domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulin...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-29-64-brass-11,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0026pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-3-16-brass-4,7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-5-16-brass-8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Curved Eyelet 5/32" Brass 4 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0018PR

Known in the market as the 5/32" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 8 mm, an inner
diameter of 4 mm and a pipe length of 4,9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/32" has not been
treated with a rust- and m...

Curved Eyelet 9/64" Brass 3,6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0017PR

Known in the market as the 9/64" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 7 mm, an inner
diameter of 3,6 mm and a pipe length of 4,6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tar...

Eyelet 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" Stainless 40.3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0066P...

Known in the market as 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 60 mm, an inner diameter
of 40.5 mm and a pipe length of 8.5 mm. These
eyelets (capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile and
leather products. Our eyelet 1 ¹⁹/₃₂" has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
Standard ...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-5-32-brass-4-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0018pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-9-64-brass-3,6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0017pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-66-stainless-500-pcs-pack-er0066p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet 1 ⁷/₆₄" Stainless 28 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0066P

Known in the market as 1 ⁷/₆₄" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 46 mm, an inner diameter
of 28 mm and a pipe length of 8.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, cu...

Eyelet 11/16" Stainless 17 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0031P

Known in the market as No 31 eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 32.10 mm, an inner diameter
of 17.3 mm and a pipe length of 8.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet number 31 has not
been treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant
coating. Standard colors are offered ...

Eyelet 13/64" Stainless 4,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0017P

Known in the market as 13/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 8.4 mm, an inner diameter
of 5 mm and a pipe length of 5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used for belts, children's
clothing, children's shoes, hobby works...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-66-stainless-40.3-mm-er0066p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-31-stainless-17-mm-er0031p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-17-stainless-5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0017p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet 13/64" Stainless 5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0002P

Known in the market as 13/64"  eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 8,4 mm, an inner diameter
of 5 mm and a pipe length of 5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet number 2 has not
been treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant
coating. Standard colors are offe...

Eyelet 15/32" Stainless 12 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0026P

Known in the market as 15/32" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 24.8 mm, an inner diameter
of 12 mm and a pipe length of 5.9 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, c...

Eyelet 17/64" Stainless 6.6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0004P

Known in the market as 17/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 11.5 mm, an inner diameter
of 6.6 mm and a pipe length of 5.4 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet 17/64" has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
Standard col...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-2-stainless-5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0002p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-26-stainless-12-mm-er0026p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-4-stainless-6.6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0004p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet 21/64"Stainless 8.5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0005P

Known in the market as 21/64"eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner diameter of
8.5 mm and a pipe length of 5.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains...

Eyelet 25/64" Stainless 10 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0024P

Known in the market as 25/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 19 mm, an inner diameter of
10 mm and a pipe length of 5.7 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in clothing, coats, wash bags, promotional
items, hobby items and bag string holes, textile and
leather products. Our eyelet number 24 has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
The standard color of the pro...

Eyelet 33/64" Stainless 13 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0028P

Known in the market as 33/64" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 25.6 mm, an inner diameter
of 13 mm and a pipe length of 7.5 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, c...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-5-stainless-8.5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0005p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-24-stainless-10-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0024p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-28-stainless-13-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0028p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelet 7/32" Stainless 5,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0003P

Known in the market as 7/32" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 9,5 mm, an inner diameter
of 5,5 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,
tents and tarpaulins' tensioning rope holes, and textile
and leather products. Our eyelet 7/32"  has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant coating.
Standard color...

Eyelet 7/32" Stainless 5.5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ER0018P

Known in the market as 7/32" eyelet, it is a capsule
with an outer diameter of 9.5 mm, an inner diameter
of 5.5 mm and a pipe length of 5.2 mm. These eyelets
(Capsules) are generally used as ornamental
accessories in tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, cu...

Eyelet Brass 25/64" Capsule 10 mm ( 250 Pcs/Pack) K0010

It is a 10 mm 25/64"  eyelets known as garmmentsin
the market. These brass eyelets (garments) are often
used for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents,
tarpaulins, textiles and leather goods. Our 10mm brass
eyelet has been treated with a durable coating for
products that do not rust and are exposed to
moisture. Standard colors are presented in options.
Solid color (white, black, fluorescent colors) and other
coating colors you need can be coa...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-3-stainless-5,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0003p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-no-18-stainless-5.5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-er0018p?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/no.-24-eyelet-brass-capsule-10-mm-k0012?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Long Eyelet 11/64" 4.2 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PRU

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or stilt eyelet Our 4,2 mm
eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and metal
washer. It is a textile metal accessory with metal and
plastic sequins that you can use on fabric, leather,
cardboard, belts, bags, sh...

Long Eyelet 11/64" 4.3 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0003PRU

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or stilt eyelet Our 4,3 mm
eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and metal
washer. It is a textile metal accessory with metal and
plastic sequins that you can use on fabric, leather,
cardboard, belts, bags, shoes, labels, clothing and
hobby products. If requested, the plastic washer can
be replaced with a metal washer. (There is a price
difference.) To thread threads or laces in shoes,
clothes and bags, and to...

Metal Eyelet 23/64" 19 mm Eyelet (250 pcs / Package) K0006

It is a 19 mm 23/64" eyelets known as garmmentsin
the market. These eyelets (garments) are often used
for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, tarpaulins,
textiles and leather goods. Our 19mm eyelet has been
treated with a durable coating for pr...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/long-eyelet-11-64-4.2-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002pru?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/long-eyelet-11-64-4.3-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003pru?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/no:-24-19-mm-sheet-eyelet-capsule-(250-pcs-package)-k0006?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Domed Eyelets Brass

Metal Eyelet 4,5 mm 11/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0003

It is a 4,5 mm capsule known as the 11/64" eyelet in
the market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used
for ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet 11/64" 4,5 mm has been
subjected to a durable coating process for products
that do not rust and are exposed to moisture.
Standard colors are presented in options. Solid color
(white, black, fluorescent colors) and other coating
colors you need can be coated i...

Metal Eyelets 12 mm 1/4" (250 Pcs / Package) K0002

It is a 12 mm capsule known as the 1/4"  eyelet in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet no.4 has been subjected to
a durable coating process for produ...

Metal Eyelets 15 mm 9/32" (250 pcs / Package) K0001

It is a 15 mm capsule known as the 9/32"  eyelet in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet number 5 has been
subjected to a durable coating process for products
that do not rust and are exposed to moisture.
Standard colors are presented in options. Solid color
(white, black, fluorescent colors) and other coating
colors you need can be coated in bulk...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/9-mm-no-2-zamak-metal-eyelet-(250-pcs-package)-k0003?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/12-mm-no-4-sac-kusgozu-k0002?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/15-mm-no-5-sac-kusgozu-k0001?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Domed Eyelets Brass

No. 31 Eyelet 17 mm Canvas and Curtain Eyelet K0016

How to apply a hair Capsule - hair eyelet: For smaller
projects, it can be worked with hammer and anvil. For
larger volume applications, you can consider our
heavy-duty press machine + suitable die. We also
offer hole cutting tools to pre-drill holes before a...

Short Eyelet 11/64" 4,5 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PRK

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or short leg eyelet, our 4,5
mm eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and
metal washer. It is a textile metal accessory with
metal and plastic sequins that you can use on fabric,
leather, cardboard, belts, bags, shoes, labels, clothing
and hobby products. If requested, the plastic washer
can be replaced with a metal washer. (There is a price
difference.) To thread threads or laces in shoes,
clothes and bags, a...

Short Eyelet 13/64" 5 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0003PRK

Eyelet 13/64", capsule 13/64" or short leg eyelet, our 5
mm eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and
metal washer. It is a textile metal accessory with
metal and plastic sequins that you can use on fabric,
leather, cardboard, belts, bags, shoe...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/brass-eyelet-13.5-mm-k0016?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/short-eyelet-11-64-4,5-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002prk?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/short-eyelet-13-64-5-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003prk?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelets - Brass Metal

Flat Eyelet 1 ³/₃₂" Brass 27,7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0034PR...

Known in the market as 1 ³/₃₂" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 48 mm, an inner
diameter of 27,7 mm and a pipe length of 7,5 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
34 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resistant coa...

Flat Eyelet 11/64" Brass 4,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0002PR

Known in the market as 11/64"  straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 8,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,5 mm and a pipe length of 5,2 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tar...

Flat Eyelet 13/64" Brass 5,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0004PR

Known in the market as 13/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 11,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 5,2 mm and a pipe length of 6,7 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
4 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resi...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-34-brass-27,7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0034pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-2-brass-4,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0002pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-4-brass-5,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelets - Brass Metal

Flat Eyelet 15/32" Brass 12 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0025PR

Known in the market as 15/32" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 21,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 12 mm and a pipe length of 5,7 mm. These
flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used for
tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtain...

Flat Eyelet 17/32" Brass 13 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0028PR

Known in the market as 17/32" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 24.9 mm, an inner
diameter of 13.3 mm and a pipe length of 6.9 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
28 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resistant coating. The...

Flat Eyelet 19/64" Brass 7,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0005PR

Known in the market as 19/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner
diameter of 7,5 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-25-brass-12-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0025pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-28-brass-13-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0028pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-5-brass-7,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0005pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelets - Brass Metal

Flat Eyelet 3/64" Brass 3,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0016PR

Known in the market as 3/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 6 mm, an inner
diameter of 3,2 mm and a pipe length of 3,1 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
16 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resista...

Flat Eyelet 3/8" Brass 9,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0024PR

Known in the market as 3/8" 4 straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 18,7 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,5 mm and a pipe length of 6.2 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpauli...

Flat Eyelet 5/8" Brass 16 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0029PR

Known in the market as 5/8" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 28 mm, an inner
diameter of 16 mm and a pipe length of 7,7 mm. These
flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used for
tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/8" has
not been treated with a rust- and moisture-resistant
coating. The ...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-16-brass-3,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0016pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-24-brass-9,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0024pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-5-8-brass-16-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0029pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelets - Brass Metal

Flat Eyelet 53/64" Brass 21 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0032PR

Known in the market as 53/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 31,8 mm, an inner
diameter of 21 mm and a pipe length of 4,7 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, cu...

Flat Eyelet 9/64" Brass 3,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0017PR

Known in the market as 9/64"  straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 7,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 3,5 mm and a pipe length of 4,6 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
3 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-...

Flat Eyelet No 3 Brass 5,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0003PR

Known in the market as No 3 straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 9,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 5,2 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains,...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-53-64-brass-21-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0032pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-17-brass-3,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0017pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-3-brass-5,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0003pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Flat Eyelets - Brass Metal

Flat Eyelet No 31 Brass 17,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0031PR

Known in the market as No 31 straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 31,3 mm, an inner
diameter of 17,5 mm and a pipe length of 7,7 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, tents and
tarpaulins' tensioning holes, ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet number
28 has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resistant coating. The ...

Flat Eyelet Wide 1/4" Brass 6,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERDG0004P...

Known in the market as 1/4"  wide straight eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 13 mm, an inner
diameter of 6,2 mm 1/4" and a pipe length of 5 mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins,...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-no-31-brass-17,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0031pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-wide-no-4-brass-6,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erdg0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Contoured Eyelets

Curved Eyelet 1 ³/32" Brass 27.7 mm Prepaid (500 Pcs/Pack) E...

Known in the market as the No 34 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 48 mm, an inner
diameter of 27.7 mm and a pipe length of 9.7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet number 34 has not
been treated with a rust- and moisture-resi...

Curved Eyelet 15/32" Brass 12 mm Contoured (500 Pieces/Pack)...

Known in the market as the 15/32" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 24 mm, an inner
diameter of 12 mm and a pipe length of 7.7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, ...

Curved Eyelet 23/64" Brass 9.3 mm Contoured (500 Pcs/Pack) ...

Known in the market as the 23/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 19 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,3 mm and a pipe length of 6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 29/64" has not been
treated with a rust- and moisture...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-1-³-32-brass-27.7-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0034prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-15-32-brass-12-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0027prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-23-64-brass-9.3-mm-contoured-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0024prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Contoured Eyelets

Curved Eyelet 29/64" Brass 11.5 mm Contoured (500 Pcs/Pack) ...

Known in the market as the 29/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 24,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 11,5 mm and a pipe length of 6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpa...

Curved Eyelet 37/64" Brass 14.7 mm Prepaid (500 Pcs/Pack) ER...

Known in the market as the No 30 domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 28,6 mm, an inner
diameter of 14.7 mm and a pipe length of 9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet number 30 has not
been treated with a rust- and moisture...

Curved Eyelet 5/16" Brass 8 mm Contoured (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0...

Known in the market as the 5/16" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an inner
diameter of 8 mm and a pipe length of 5,8 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarp...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-29-64-brass-11,5-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0026prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-37-64-brass-14.7-mm-prepaid-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0030prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/curved-eyelet-5-16-brass-8-mm-contoured-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005prkon?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Double-Sided Eyelets

Double Sided Eyelet 15/64" Brass 5,8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB00...

Known in the market as the 15/64" Double Sided
eyelet, it is a capsule with an outer diameter of 13 mm,
an inner diameter of 5,8 mm and a pipe length of
3,9 mm. These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 15/64" has not been
treated with a rust- and...

Double Sided Eyelet 3/16" Brass 4,8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB000...

Known in the market as the 3/16" Double Sided eyelet,
it is a capsule with an outer diameter of 11 mm, an
inner diameter of 4,8 mm and a pipe length of
3,9 mm. These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, t...

Double Sided Eyelet 5/16" Brass 8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0005P...

Known in the market as the 5/16" Double Sided eyelet,
it is a capsule with an outer diameter of 15 mm, an
inner diameter of 8 mm and a pipe length of 4,5 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/16" has not been
treated with a rust- an...
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https://www.e-dugme.com/double-sided-eyelet-15-64-brass-5,8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0004prc?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/double-sided-eyelet-3-16-brass-4,8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003prc?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/double-sided-eyelet-5-16-brass-8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005prc?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Narrow-Edged Eyelets

Flat Eyelet 39/64" Brass 15,5 mm Narrow (500 Pcs/Pack) ERD0...

Known in the market as 39/64" straight eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 21,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 15,5 mm and a pipe length of 8,3mm.
These flat eyelets (Flat Capsules) are generally used
for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins, curtains, t...

Narrow Curved Eyelet 5/16" Brass 8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB000...

Known in the market as the 5/16" domed eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 13,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 8 mm and a pipe length of 5,4 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck tarpaulins,
curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of tents and
tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in textile and
leather products. Our flat eyelet 5/16" has not been
treated with a rust- an...

Narrow Curved Eyelet 23/64" Brass 9,3 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0...

Known in the market as the 23/64" domed eyelet, it is
a capsule with an outer diameter of 16 mm, an inner
diameter of 9,3 mm and a pipe length of 5,3 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used for tarpaulins, truck t...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/flat-eyelet-39-64-brass-15,5-mm-narrow-(500-pcs-pack)-erd0028prdar?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/narrow-curved-eyelet-5-16-brass-8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005prdar?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/narrow-curved-eyelet-23-64-brass-9,3-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0024prdar?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Coin Type Eyelets

Coin Type Eyelet 19/64" Brass 7,5 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0005P...

Known in the market as the 19/64" Double Sided
eyelet, it is a capsule with an outer diameter of
15 mm, an inner diameter of 7,5 mm and a pipe
length of 6,7 mm. These domed eyelets
(convex Capsules) are generally used for tarpaulins,
truck tarpaulins, curtains, holes for tensioning ropes of
tents and tarpaulins, and ornamental accessories in
textile and leather products. Our flat eyelet 19/64" has
not been treated with a...

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/coin-type-eyelet-19-64-brass-7,5-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0005prp?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Long Eyelets

Long Eyelet 11/64" 4.2 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PRU

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or stilt eyelet Our 4,2 mm
eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and metal
washer. It is a textile metal accessory with metal and
plastic sequins that you can use on fabric, leather,
cardboard, belts, bags, sh...

Long Eyelet 11/64" 4.3 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0003PRU

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or stilt eyelet Our 4,3 mm
eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and metal
washer. It is a textile metal accessory with metal and
plastic sequins that you can use on fabric, leather,
cardboard, belts, bags, shoes, labels, clothing and
hobby products. If requested, the plastic washer can
be replaced with a metal washer. (There is a price
difference.) To thread threads or laces in shoes,
clothes and bags, and to...

Metal Eyelet Long 7,3 mm 11/64" (250 Pcs / Package) K0003U

It is a 7,3 mm capsule known as the No. 2 eyelet in the
market. These eyelets (Capsules) are often used for
ventilation holes in hats, shoes, tents, textiles and
leather goods. Our eyelet number 2 has been
subjected to a durable coating process for produ...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/long-eyelet-11-64-4.2-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002pru?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/long-eyelet-11-64-4.3-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003pru?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/metal-eyelet-long-7,3-mm-(250-pcs-package)-k0003u?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Short Eyelets

Short Eyelet 11/64" 4,5 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0002PRK

Eyelet 11/64", capsule 11/64" or short leg eyelet, our 4,5
mm eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and
metal washer. It is a textile metal accessory with
metal and plastic sequins that you can use on fabric,
leather, cardboard, belts, bags, shoes, labels, clothing
and hobby products. If requested, the plastic washer
can be replaced with a metal washer. (There is a price
difference.) To thread threads or laces in shoes,
clothes and bags, a...

Short Eyelet 13/64" 5 mm Brass (500 Pcs/Pack) ERB0003PRK

Eyelet 13/64", capsule 13/64" or short leg eyelet, our 5
mm eyelet is sold as a set with plastic washer and
metal washer. It is a textile metal accessory with
metal and plastic sequins that you can use on fabric,
leather, cardboard, belts, bags, shoe...

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/short-eyelet-11-64-4,5-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0002prk?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/short-eyelet-13-64-5-mm-brass-(500-pcs-pack)-erb0003prk?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelets with Strainer

Eyelet With Strainer 11/64" Brass 4,2 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERSZ...

Known in the market as 11/64" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 8,3 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,2 mm and a pipe length of 5,6 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer eyelet 
11/64" has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resista...

Eyelet With Strainer 15/64" Brass 5,8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERSZ...

Known in the market as 15/64" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 11,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 5,8 mm and a pipe length of 6.1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornament...

Eyelet With Strainer 23/64" Brass 9.1 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERSZ...

Known in the market as 23/64" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 18.8 mm, an inner
diameter of 9.1 mm and a pipe length of 6.9 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer eyelet 
23/64" has not been treated with a rust- and
moisture-resistant coating. Th...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-11-64-brass-4,2-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-ersz0002pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-15-64-brass-5,8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-ersz0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-23-64-brass-9.1-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-ersz0024pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelets with Strainer

Eyelet With Strainer 3/16" Brass 4,9 mm (500 Pcs/Pack) ERSZ0...

Known in the market as 3/16" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 9,8 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,9 mm and a pipe length of 6.7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental acce...

Eyelet With Strainer Cover 11/32" Brass 8.8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack...

Known in the market as 11/32" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 19,9 mm, an inner
diameter of 8,8 mm and a pipe length of 7,5 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer eyelet 
11/32" has not been treated with a rust- and moisture-
resist...

Eyelet With Strainer Cover 19/64" Brass 7,7 mm (500 Pcs/Pack...

Known in the market as 19/64"" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 15,9 mm, an inner
diameter of 7,7 mm and a pipe length of 6,1 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional or...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-3-16-brass-4,9-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-ersz0003pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-cover-11-32-brass-8.8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erszk0024pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-cover-19-64-brass-7,7-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erszk0005pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Eyelets with Strainer

Eyelet With Strainer Cover 3/16" Brass 4,6 mm (500 Pcs/Pack)...

Known in the market as 3/16" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 10,5 mm, an inner
diameter of 4,6 mm and a pipe length of 6,7 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental accessories
on coats, hats, shoes, tracksuits, bags, textiles, leather
products and in different sectors. Our strainer
eyelet 3/16" has not been treated with a rust- and
moisture-resi...

Oval Eyelet With Strainer 37/64" Brass 14.8 mm (500 Pcs/Pack...

Known in the market as 37/64" Strainer Eyelet, it is a
capsule with an outer diameter of 21,1 mm, an inner
diameter of 14,8 mm and a pipe length of 7,8 mm.
These domed eyelets (convex Capsules) are
generally used as functional ornamental a...

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/eyelet-with-strainer-cover-3-16-brass-4,6-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erszk0003pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/oval-eyelet-with-strainer-37-64-brass-14.8-mm-(500-pcs-pack)-erszo0004pr?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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